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Defective product recall system is one of the important rules of civil law, first 
established in the United States since the 60's of last century, many countries have 
established this system in the national legal system in their. In recent years, the 
quality of products and the safety problems occurred frequently, caused great 
damage to the lives and property of the consumer, attracts much attention in many 
countries of the defective product recall system. Europe and the United States and 
other countries of the product recall system established earlier, and has a relatively 
perfect comparison, position and scale of product recall system of this important 
civil law system for the legal system of our country is not worthy of. This article 
through to the United States the defective product recall law system is studied and 
discussed, referring to their sound legal system, comparative analysis and lack of 
recall system of defective product experience, to perfect the legal system to provide 
a theoretical basis and reference for the legislation of defective products in china. 
China's defective product recall system legislation in the initial stage, after recent 
years of theoretical research and practice experience, accumulated a certain 
foundation of judicial experience. "Consumer protection law" amendment, for the 
first time in the national law included in the defective products recall of terms, this 
is after the relevant laws and regulations, further stipulates that the defective 
product recall system, followed by the some laws and regulations formulation and 
modification. But the defective product recall system in our country is still in the 
exploratory stage, the relevant provisions are scattered, not enough to solve the 
judicial practice and social demand, it is necessary to improve them. This paper 
cites some data and case, comprehensive analysis and research, in order to enrich 
the theory, more close to reality, according to China's existing laws and regulations 
on the provisions of the defective product recall system deficiency and shortage of 
the protection of consumer rights situation analysis, hope to constantly improve 













 chapters: The first chapter is the introduction of defective products, the analysis of 
our country law to define the related concept and connotation of the legal 
relationship, and expounds the significance of the recall system of defective 
products; The second chapter through the analysis of the defective products recall 
system development present situation, deficiencies and problems of legal protection 
for the recall of defective products in China in; The third chapter through the 
analysis of the recall system of the American legal system is relatively perfect, and 
the defective products recall system and compare, find deficiencies and gaps, sum 
up experience, drawing on the useful components in the American legal system, 
establish and perfect the recall system of products in china; The fourth chapter 
provides the two aspects of the defective product recall law system in China to 
establish and perfect the conception from the substantive law and procedure, in 
order to establish a set to conform to China's social and economic situation of the 
"product recall law". 
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   （三）召回制度与“三包”制度的区别 
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